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 Phase 1: Use ADFv2 to provision SSIS 
PaaS – Launched at MS Ignite (Sep’17)
 Create ADFv2, if you have not done so already

 Use ADFv2 App/SDK/API/PSH to provision SSIS 
PaaS w/ ADF compute resource called Azure-SSIS 
Integration Runtime (IR)

 Still use SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT) to 
design/deploy SSIS packages

 Still use SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS) to 
execute/manage SSIS packages

 Serve SSIS customers who want to move all/part of 
their on-premises workloads and just “lift & shift”
many existing packages to Azure

 Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) can build 
extensions/Software as a Service (SaaS) on SSIS 
PaaS
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 Introducing Azure-SSIS IR: Managed
cluster of Azure VMs (nodes) dedicated
to run your SSIS packages and no other 
activities
 You can scale it up/out by specifying the node size 

/number of nodes in the cluster

 You can bring your own Azure SQL Database 
(DB)/Managed Instance (MI) server to host the 
catalog of SSIS projects/packages (SSISDB) that will 
be attached to it

 You can join it to a Virtual Network (VNet) that is 
connected to your on-prem network to enable on-
prem data access

 Once provisioned, you can enter your Azure SQL 
DB/MI server endpoint on SSDT/SSMS to deploy 
SSIS projects/packages and configure/execute them 
just like using SSIS on premises
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 Customer cohorts for Phase 1: 
1. "SQL Migrators"

These are SSIS customers who want to retire 
their on-prem SQL Servers and migrate all apps 
+ data (“complete/full lift & shift”) into Azure 
SQL MI – For them, SSISDB can be hosted by 
Azure SQL MI inside their VNet

2. "ETL Cost Cutters“

These are SSIS customers who want to lower 
their operational costs and gain High Availability 
(HA)/scalability for just their ETL workloads w/o 
managing their own infra (“partial lift & shift") –
For them, SSISDB can be hosted by Azure SQL 
DB in the public network
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 LIVE now in Public Preview
 Six locations: East US/East US 2/Central US/North 

Europe/West Europe/Australia East 

 Six node sizes: Av2/Dv2 series VMs

 Classic VNet support

 Standard edition/license

 24/7 live-site support

 What’s new
 Azure Resource Manager (ARM) VNet support

 Enterprise edition/license (Private Preview)

 Custom setup interface (Private Preview)

 ADFv2 App/GUI web tool

 Coming soon
 More locations, e.g. West US, UK South

 More node sizes, e.g. Dv3/Ev3 series VMs

 Azure Hybrid Use Benefit (AHUB)/Bring Your Own 
License (BYOL) support
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 Phase 2: Use ADFv2 to 
execute/manage SSIS packages 
deployed to SSIS PaaS as first-class 
activities – ETA Q2CY18 (TBD)
 Chain/group them with Azure HDInsight 

(HDI)/Machine Learning (ML)/other activities 
inside data pipelines

 Serve SSIS/ADF customers who want to 
combine ETL/ELT workflows on a single 
platform
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 Customer cohorts for Phase 2: 
3. “ETL Modernizers"

These are SSIS customers who want to 
modernize their workflows and explore Big Data 
Analytics in the cloud

4. “ELT Gap Fillers"

These are ADF customers who want to fill some 
gaps in their workflows w/ code-free authoring 
of transformations/built-in tasks from SSIS
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 ADF is Microsoft’s unified platform for ETL/ELT services in the cloud

 ADF allows you to build data pipelines and trigger/schedule their runs

 Data pipeline is a chain/group of activities to be performed on your data, e.g. data movements/transformations

 Activities take data sets, which are named references/pointers to data, as inputs/outputs

 Some activities target data store/compute resources allocated outside ADF, e.g. ADLS/HDI/ML/etc.

 Linked services represent those resources and provide the connection info for ADF to orchestrate activities targeting 
them



 Integration Runtime (IR) is ADF compute resource
that can perform data movements/transformations, 
including SSIS package executions

 Customers can deploy one/many instances of IR 
per ADF as required to run pipelines/process data

 IR can run in the public network, inside VNet, or 
behind corporate firewalls

 SSIS PaaS runs on Azure-SSIS IR, internal/native to 
ADF that provisions it, while SSISDB is hosted by 
your own Azure SQL DB/MI server, external to ADF

 Consequently, Azure-SSIS IR is billed under your 
ADF subscription, separately from SSISDB that is 
billed under your Azure SQL DB/MI subscription

ADF

Data Movements

SSIS Package Executions

Hadoop/Spark (Hive, Pig, etc.)

Data Lake Analytics (DLA)

Machine Learning (ML)

SQL Stored Procedures (Sprocs)

Custom Activities

Integration Runtime (IR)

DATA PIPELINES

Processing 
activity

Orchestration 
and monitoring

Processing 
activity

Azure HDI, DLA, ML, SQL 
DB/MI/DW, Batch, etc.

Orchestration 
and monitoring







Enterprise Features Descriptions

CDC components • CDC Source/Splitter/Control Task are preinstalled on your Azure-SSIS IR Enterprise 

Edition

• To connect to Oracle, you will also need to install CDC Designer/Service on another 

machine

Oracle connectors • Oracle Connection Manager/Source/Destination are preinstalled on your Azure-SSIS 

IR Enterprise Edition

• You will also need to install Oracle Call Interface (OCI) driver, and if necessary 

configure Oracle Transport Network Substrate (TNS), on your Azure-SSIS IR (via 

Custom Setup Interface)

Teradata connectors • You will need to install Teradata Connection Manager/Source/Destination and 

Teradata Parallel Transporter (TPT) API + Teradata ODBC driver on your Azure-SSIS IR 

Enterprise Edition (via Custom Setup Interface)



Enterprise Features Descriptions

SAP BW connectors • SAP BW Connection Manager/Source/Destination are preinstalled on your Azure-SSIS 

IR Enterprise Edition

• You will also need to install SAP BW driver on your Azure-SSIS IR (via Custom Setup 

Interface)

• These connectors support SAP BW 7.0 or earlier versions

• To connect to later versions, you can install SAP connectors from our partners (e.g. 

Theobald Software) on your Azure-SSIS IR (via Custom Setup Interface)



Enterprise Features Descriptions

SSAS/AAS components • Data Mining Model Training/Dimension Processing/Partition Processing Destinations 

and Data Mining Query Transform are preinstalled on your Azure-SSIS IR Enterprise 

Edition

• All support SSAS, but only Partition Processing Destination supports AAS

• To connect to SSAS, you will also need to configure Windows Authentication 

credentials in your SSISDB

• On top of these components, Analysis Services Execute DDL/Processing and Data 

Mining Query Tasks are also preinstalled on your Azure-SSIS IR Standard/Enterprise 

Edition

Fuzzy Grouping/Lookup 

Transforms

• They are preinstalled on your Azure-SSIS IR Enterprise Edition and support SQL 

Server/Azure SQL DB for storing reference data

Term Extraction/Lookup 

Transforms

• They are preinstalled on your Azure-SSIS IR Enterprise Edition and support SQL 

Server/Azure SQL DB for storing reference data

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/lift-shift/ssis-azure-connect-with-windows-auth


private version of Azure PSH

https://ssisazurefileshare.blob.core.windows.net/privatepreview/CustomSetupScript/AzurePowerShell.msi


Node Size Cores (CPU) Memory (RAM) Temp. Storage

Preview Prices

Standard Enterprise

Standard_A4_v2 4 8.00 GiB 40 GiB $0.420/hour $0.956/hour

Standard_A8_v2 8 16.00 GiB 80 GiB $0.862/hour $1.935/hour

Standard_D1_v2 1 3.50 GiB 50 GiB $0.296/hour $0.832/hour

Standard_D2_v2 2 7.00 GiB 100 GiB $0.397/hour $0.933/hour

Standard_D3_v2 4 14.00 GiB 200 GiB $0.599/hour $1.136/hour

Standard_D4_v2 8 28.00 GiB 400 GiB $1.199/hour $2.271/hour









private version of Azure PSH

Azure Storage Explorer app

https://ssisazurefileshare.blob.core.windows.net/privatepreview/CustomSetupScript/AzurePowerShell.msi
http://storageexplorer.com/




























Oracle’s site

Oracle’s site

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/enterprise-edition/downloads/database12c-win64-download-2297732.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/windows/downloads/index-090165.html


PSH scripts to manipulate your Azure Storage 
account

Azure Blob Download Task
Execute Process Task that executes it

Teradata’s site

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/blobs/storage-how-to-use-blobs-powershell
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/control-flow/azure-blob-download-task
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/ssis/2017/01/26/run-powershell-scripts-in-ssis/
http://partnerintelligence.teradata.com/




Azure-SSIS IR node

Container

ISV Setup1. Specify Product Key in setup script ISV Activation Server

2. Get Activation Key by submitting Cluster ID + Product Key 

Local Store
(e.g. Registry)

3. Write Activation Key

SSIS Executor

ISV Extension
4. Read Activation Key and 
  validate it with Cluster ID

Setup

Runtime

4. Get Cluster ID

4. Report on Node Count (Optional)

SSIS Runtime

2. Activation Key











Create ADFv2 if you have not 
done so already



Open ADFv2 settings page



Open ADFv2 App



Click on “Configure SSIS 
Integration Runtime”



Name and describe 

your Azure-SSIS IR



Select its location

 Select the right location for your Azure-SSIS IR to achieve high 
performance in ETL workflows – East US/East US 2/Central US/North 
Europe/West Europe/Australia East are available in Public Preview, 
more will be provided in the future (e.g. West US, UK South, etc.)

 It needs not be the same as the location of your ADFv2, but it should 
be the same as the location of your own Azure SQL DB/MI server 
where SSISDB will be hosted and or the location of VNet connected 
to your on-prem network

 Avoid Azure-SSIS IR accessing SSISDB/data movements across 
different locations



Select its node size

 A selection of node sizes specifying the number of cores (CPU) and 
size of memory (RAM) per node is provided –
Standard_A4_v2/Standard_A8_v2/ 
Standard_D1_v2/Standard_D2_v2/Standard_D3_v2/Standard_D4_v2
are available in Public Preview, more will be provided in the future 
(e.g. Dv3/Ev3 series VMs, etc.)

 Select a large node size (scale up), if you want to run many compute/ 
memory –intensive packages



Select its cluster size

 A range of 1-10 for the number of nodes per cluster is provided

 Select a large cluster with many nodes (scale out), if you want to run 
many packages in parallel

 Like Azure VMs, you can manage the cost of running Azure-SSIS IR 
by stopping/starting it, effectively releasing/reallocating its nodes, as 
you see fit



Select its edition/license

 Standard edition/license is available in Public Preview, Enterprise 
edition/license will be provided in the future



Bring your own Azure SQL DB/MI 
server to host SSISDB

 A selection of your existing Azure SQL DB/MI servers in the same 
location as your Azure-SSIS IR is provided – If there is none, create a 
new one to ensure that your Azure-SSIS IR can easily access SSISDB 
without incurring excessive traffics between different locations

 If you select your existing Azure SQL MI server to host SSISDB inside 
a VNet, you must also join your Azure-SSIS IR to the same VNet, so 
we can prepare and manage SSISDB on your behalf

 The endpoint of your selected Azure SQL DB/MI server becomes the 
connection info to enter on SSDT/SSMS



Enter your Azure SQL DB/MI server 
admin credentials

 Your Azure SQL DB/MI server admin username and password are 
required for us to prepare and manage SSISDB on your behalf



Select the service tier and provide 
access consent for your Azure SQL 

DB server hosting SSISDB

 A selection of service tiers (e.g. S1/S2/S3/etc.) for your Azure SQL DB 
server hosting SSISDB is provided – Not applicable to Azure SQL MI

 Select a large service tier, if you want to achieve high database performance 
and store many SSIS projects/packages/execution logs

 By default, you must allow Azure services to access your Azure SQL 
DB server hosting SSISDB – Not applicable to Azure SQL MI

 This is required for us to prepare and manage SSISDB on your behalf

 If there is an access issue, you will be guided to resolve it



Select the concurrency level of your 
Azure-SSIS IR nodes

 A range of 1-8 for the number of parallel executions per node is 
provided

 Select a low concurrency level, if you want to use more than one 
cores to run a single large/compute-intensive package

 Select a high concurrency level, if you want to run one or more 
small/light-weight packages in a single core



Optionally join your Azure-SSIS IR 
to a VNet and provide consent for 

VNet configuration

 If you use Azure SQL MI to host SSISDB inside a VNet, you must also 
join your Azure-SSIS IR to the same VNet, so we can prepare and 
manage SSISDB on your behalf

 If you have on-prem data sources/destinations in your SSIS 
packages, you must join your Azure-SSIS IR to a VNet that is 
connected to your on-prem network to enable on-prem data access

 By default, you must allow Azure services to configure the 
permissions/settings of selected VNet for your Azure-SSIS IR to join

 If there is a configuration issue, you will be guided to resolve it



Select VNet and subnet for your 
Azure-SSIS IR to join

 A selection of existing VNets and subnets in the location of your 
Azure-SSIS IR is provided – ARM VNet is recommended, since Classic 
VNet will be deprecated soon

 Ideally, your Azure-SSIS IR, Azure SQL DB/MI server to host SSISDB, 
and VNet connected to your on-prem network should all be in the 
same location

 If that is not the case, you can first create your Azure-SSIS IR in the location 
of Azure SQL DB/MI server and join it to a VNet in the same location, then 
configure a VNet-to-VNet connection with the VNet connected to your on-
prem network



When you submit a 
provisioning request, it 
takes 10 – 20 minutes to 

allocate/prepare the  
nodes of your Azure-SSIS 

IR and start billing



Once your Azure-SSIS IR  
is started, you can deploy 
SSIS packages to execute 
on it and you can stop it 

as you see fit



Before stopping your 
Azure-SSIS IR, you need to 

consider all of its 
implications



When you stop your 
Azure-SSIS IR, it takes 1 – 2 

minutes to release the 
allocated nodes and stop 

billing



Once your Azure-SSIS IR is 
stopped, you can restart, 

edit, or delete it



When you edit your 
Azure-SSIS IR, only certain 

properties are editable, 
and when you finish, you 

can restart it























on premises

On SSMS, you can connect to SSIS PaaS using 
its connection info and SQL/AAD 

authentication credentials



on premises

On “Connection Properties” tab, enter 
“SSISDB” as the target database to connect



on premises

in Azure

Once connected, you can deploy 
projects/packages to SSIS PaaS from your 

local file system/SSIS on premises 



On Integration Services Deployment Wizard, 
enter SSIS PaaS connection info and SQL 

authentication credentials









Click on “Connections” 
and ”Linked Services”



Click on “+ New” and 

”Azure SQL Database”



Name and describe your 
linked service



Select ADFv2 Default IR to 
connect to your Azure SQL 

DB that is attached to 
Azure-SSIS IR



Select your Azure SQL DB 
server and SSISDB to 

connect



Enter your Azure SQL DB 
server admin credentials



Test connection and save 
your linked service



Click on “+” and ”Pipeline”



Name and describe your 
pipeline



Drag and drop “Stored 
Procedure” activity into 

your pipeline



Name and describe your 
sproc activity 



Select your linked service 
and test connection



Use system sproc 
“sp_executesql” to execute 

T-SQL script



Add a sproc parameter 
“stmt” of type “string” with  

your T-SQL script to 
create/start SSIS package 
execution using SSISDB 

sprocs as its value



Click on “Test 
Run”/“Trigger Now”











on premises

in Azure

Once deployed, you can configure packages 
for execution on SSIS PaaS



You can set package run-time 
parameters/environment references



on premises

in Azure

Once configured, you can execute packages 
on SSIS PaaS



You can select some packages to execute on 
SSIS PaaS





















Click on “Trigger” and 
”New/Edit”



Click on “Choose trigger…” 
and ”+ New”



Name and describe your 
trigger



Select a trigger of type 
“Schedule”



Select the start date, 
recurrence, and end date 

of your trigger



Activate your trigger



Finish and publish your 
trigger 



Click on “Triggers” to see 
your published triggers











on premises

in Azure

Add your Azure SQL DB hosting SSISDB as 
a linked server to your SQL Server on 

premises





on premises

in Azure

Add T-SQL jobs to schedule SSIS package 
executions on SSIS PaaS via on-prem SQL 

Server Agent



on premises

in Azure

T-SQL jobs can execute SSISDB sprocs in 
Azure SQL DB that has been added as a 
linked server to SQL Server on premises





on premises

in Azure

Schedule T-SQL jobs to execute SSISDB 
sprocs in Azure SQL DB server, triggering 
SSIS package executions on Azure-SSIS IR







Once your Azure-SSIS IR is 
provisioned, you can 

monitor it



You can click on the status 
of your Azure-SSIS IR



You can start/stop your 
Azure-SSIS IR and copy its 

resource ID



You can click on your 
Azure SQL DB/MI server 

endpoint



You can copy your Azure 
SQL DB/MI server 

endpoint and monitor 
your SSISDB



You can monitor your 
pipeline runs



You can monitor your 
activity runs and rerun 

your pipeline



You can monitor your 
trigger runs







You can see reports of all package executions 
on SSIS PaaS

on premises

in Azure



on premises

in Azure

You can see package execution error 
messages







Create Automation account if 
you have not done so already



Open Automation settings page



Click on “Modules”



If the latest AzureRM.Profile and 
AzureRM.DataFactoryV2 

modules are not listed, click on 
“Browse gallery” 



Search for the required modules 
and import them



Click on “Runbooks”



Click on “+ Add a runbook”



Create PSH runbook to 
start/stop your Azure-SSIS IR



Enter PSH script, then save and 
publish your runbook







Test your runbook



Enter runbook parameters to 
start/stop your Azure-SSIS IR



Check “Output”/”All Logs”



Click on “Schedules” and ”+ Add 
a schedule”



Create a schedule for your 
runbook



Enter runbook parameters to 
start/stop your Azure-SSIS IR



Click on “Webhooks” and ”+ Add 
Webhook”



Create webhooks for your 
runbook and save your URLs



Enter runbook parameters to 
start/stop your Azure-SSIS IR



Create ADFv2 pipeline with a 
web activity



Enter the webhook URL to start 
your Azure-SSIS IR and select 

POST method



Add a sproc activity to execute 
your package(s)





Add a web activity to stop your 
Azure-SSIS IR on completion of 

the sproc activity



Trigger/schedule your pipeline





sawinark@microsoft.com

https://www.surveybuilder.com/s/Dg6Bq?source_type=email

https://www.yammer.com/azureadvisors/#/threads/inGroup?type=in_group
&feedId=12090139&view=all

mailto:sawinark@microsoft.com
https://www.surveybuilder.com/s/Dg6Bq?source_type=email
https://www.yammer.com/azureadvisors/#/threads/inGroup?type=in_group&feedId=12090139&view=all


https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/tutorial-create-azure-ssis-runtime-portal

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/join-azure-ssis-integration-runtime-virtual-network

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/lift-shift/ssis-azure-connect-to-catalog-database

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/lift-shift/ssis-azure-connect-with-windows-auth

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/ssis-quickstart-deploy-ssms

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/ssis-quickstart-run-ssms

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/lift-shift/ssis-azure-schedule-packages

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/how-to-invoke-ssis-package-stored-procedure-activity

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/monitor-integration-runtime#azure-ssis-integration-runtime

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/manage-azure-ssis-integration-runtime

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/how-to-schedule-azure-ssis-integration-runtime

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/tutorial-create-azure-ssis-runtime-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/join-azure-ssis-integration-runtime-virtual-network
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/lift-shift/ssis-azure-connect-to-catalog-database
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/lift-shift/ssis-azure-connect-with-windows-auth
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/ssis-quickstart-deploy-ssms
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/ssis-quickstart-run-ssms
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/lift-shift/ssis-azure-schedule-packages
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/how-to-invoke-ssis-package-stored-procedure-activity
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/monitor-integration-runtime#azure-ssis-integration-runtime
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/manage-azure-ssis-integration-runtime
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/how-to-schedule-azure-ssis-integration-runtime



